
Uneven terrain presents steep challenges for all parties in utility-scale PV: Developers must contend with ensuring a site’s 
profitability, managing risks, and optimizing yield; EPCs face the challenge of preparing a site for construction and managing  
a timely build; and asset owners and operators need to ensure strong production and cost-effective O&M to maintain strong 
project economics over the 30–40-year life of the site.

As the solar industry grows, it is increasingly expanding into plots of land that are hilly, non-uniform in shape, or undulating.  
There are many risks with sites that require grading; mitigating them can come at a steep price. Often, these costs either are 
unforeseen or entirely unknown at the outset of a project. Installation difficulties on slopes can slow crews down and drive up 
costs. Selecting racking systems with slope limitations or an untested design can backfire, resulting in mitigation costs and  
missed revenues. The lowest upfront materials don’t always pay off. In fact, on complex projects, they rarely do. 

Terrasmart offers unique strategies to maximize returns on hilly terrain while deleting risks on tricky sites. At the beginning of  
the development cycle, we combine optimization software with ultra-flexible racking systems, zero-risk ground screw foundations, 
and experienced installation services to deliver the best risk/reward profile on your toughest sites.

eBookCase study

Navigating Slopes for  
a Competitive Edge
Terrasmart merges project feasibility software with  
a versatile tracker to boost yield and cut costs 
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SIFT through options to streamline from the start

Traditionally, site assessment involves contracting third-party civil engineers to perform granular topographical analyses on-site. 
This time- and resource-intensive manual process can bog down progress at the start. And, even after it’s complete, revisions may 
be required to determine a suitable site plan. Oftentimes, developers consider multiple plots of land and hire engineers to evaluate 
all scenarios, which is neither cost effective or practical.

But now there are smarter, faster ways to analyze a site’s topography. Terrasmart’s Solar Instant Feasibility Tool, or SIFT,  
can streamline slope analysis, and optimize site design from the start. With a proven track record, SIFT has already been applied 
to 250 GWs of potential capacity, helping developers and asset owners extract from 5% to 15% higher returns on their projects  
by rapidly simulating thousands of different layouts in minutes.

Today, Terrasmart design engineers use SIFT to help developers and EPCs bring in system design, performance, and financial 
modeling early in the project cycle. SIFT helps them identify the right racking system and optimize the layout to increase energy 
yield, returns, and value.

SIFT is a powerful tool that helps optimize components, construction, and system performance. It can iterate through multiple 
cost/benefit scenarios to analyze racks with varying slope flexibility and evaluate their impact on construction costs. For example, 
SIFT is used to understand when a 2P tracker versus a 1P tracker are needed to maximize production or minimize land grading and 
keep construction on track. 

Designed for speed, cloud based SIFT models hundreds of layouts, conditions, performance goals, and financial scenarios in 
seconds. Users can optimize configurations and components, import their own module and inverter data from multiple industry 
databases, and run IRR and LCOE models. 

Instead of running multiple manual iterations, Terrasmart system engineers use SIFT to shave weeks off design work, analyzing 
hundreds of project layouts, conditions, performance goals, and financial scenarios in minutes.

SIFT generated heat map of hundreds of layout configurations, representing the trade-off between  
the row spacing (GCR), DC:AC ratio and rate of return (IRR%).
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Creating accurate topography and slope analysis layers using USGS.

Generating a heat map of various elevation points to enhance overall understanding of the site’s potential.

Deploying gold-standard layout and performance tools to make optimal design choices and product selections.

Ensuring seamless import and export of industry standard data including importation of KMZ, PAN and OND 
files and exportation of PDF, CAD and SHD files.

Using SIFT is much faster and much cheaper. SIFT helps our designers tweak things on the fly and  
run different scenarios without asking the third-party civil engineers to go back and look again or take  
a different angle.”

— Jake Bartosch, Terrasmart SIFT Sales Manager

“

Terrasmart uncovers hidden value with SIFT’s site-optimization features, including:
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It’s critical to understand quickly what the different impacts are between trackers that allow for 10%, 15%, or 20% slope tolerances. 
That’s why Terrasmart uses SIFT to analyze how a site’s topography will alter project costs and production yield. 

Using elevation data from USGS, SIFT quickly identifies areas that require grading, given a rack’s slope tolerance. Heat maps 
show where racks can be installed for any given cut-and-fill parameter and can update the map by changing a rack’s tolerance 
in seconds.

Any SIFT user can load average local and regional labor costs into the tool to help calculate site-specific budgets for moving each 
cubic yard of earth. For example, developers and EPCs can set a target of a maximum 15% grade for the entire site, prompting 
SIFT to determine how much earth needs to be moved — and how much that likely will cost. 
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Watch our video on SIFT’s easy but powerful features:

Reducing grading and civil costs with SIFT
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Combining smart software and hardware ensures 
peak production 

Terrasmart combines feasibility software with a flexible tracking system to deliver unique production advantages. 

First, SIFT takes an undulating site’s many possible grading scenarios into account to determine how elevation impacts shading 
and energy production. The tool generates energy production data for any given row spacing and determines shade impact based 
on any terrain profile. 

Running scenarios with varying row spacing, shade impact, slope, and tracker tolerances allows Terrasmart to educate a developer 
on the myriad possibilities. “It’s no longer just a rule of thumb on row spacing, but rather a sophisticated model that synthesizes all 
of the variables to help get a better picture,” Bartosch says.

Adding Terrasmart’s new TerraTrak 2P solution to the mix adds valuable flexibility to the equation, helping developers turn even 
the most hilly sites into viable projects. Its unique pairing of an adaptable A-frame structure and ground screw foundations 
can accommodate up to 20% N/S slopes and unlimited E/W slopes. Telescoping screw extensions deliver best-in-class vertical 
adjustability of up to 36 inches to overcome undulating topography, significantly reducing grading requirements.  
TerraTrak 2P’s plus-or-minus 60-degree range of motion streamlines installations on even the steepest slopes.

While most other trackers on the market can accommodate a 10% or 15%  
slope, our A-frame and screw foundation can be put on the worst parts of a site.  
We can pack in more trackers to boost yields while lowering risks, which 
increases site potential and project ROI.”

— Brian Martin, Terrasmart’s Tracker Project Engineering Manager

“
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Intelligent tracking optimizes energy yield 

To produce more energy, the tracker’s PeakYieldTM software uses adaptive machine learning and historical data to optimize 
module positions and gain maximum energy yield. PeakYield’s proprietary backtracking algorithm minimizes row-to-row shading 
through analyzing tracking status, angle, and shade from neighboring rows, communicating the assessment wirelessly in real-time 
to the on-site network controller.

Proving the advantage:  
Maine projects showcase client wins 

Two projects in Maine showcase how critical topography considerations  
can be to both increasing energy production and lowering costs.  
The Rumford project highlights production and yield advantages, 
while the Jay Solar system shows how reduced grading can result  
in substantial installation savings. 

In both cases the TerraTrak projects are compared to two alternative  
trackers, Tracker 2 with a 15% grade tolerance and Tracker 3 with  
a 10% grade tolerance. All three tracker scenarios include a 60-degree 
tracker angle.

https://www.terrasmart.com/
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Yield Parameters TerraTrak 2P Tracker 2 Tracker 3

Grade Tolerance (N-S) 20% 15% 10%

Tracking Angle 60 60 60

Rumford Project, 6.5 MWs

Max Capacity (MWs) 7.27 7.21 7.21

Baseline Yield (kWh/kWp)
kilowatt hours per kilowatt peak

1,539 1,545 1,545

No-grade Capacity (MWs) 7.1 5.98 4.66

Topographic Yield (kWh/kWp) 1,478 1,417 1,412

TerraTrak yield advantage over 
alternative trackers - 4.3% 4.7%

Rumford Solar Project: Production Yield Advantages

The 6.5-MW Rumford site features precipitous slopes throughout its rocky Maine landscape. But with its leading  
20% grade tolerance and positioning using SIFT on south-facing slopes, TerraTrak 2P has been able to generate  
4.3% more energy than Tracker 2 and 4.7% more than Tracker 1 (see TerraTrak yield advantage over alternative 
trackers below). 

Looking at the various parameters pertaining to yield, TerraTrak’s advantage in the “no-grade capacity” metric  
stands out. For this site, TerraTrak delivers a 7.1-MW capacity potential without grading, while the other options  
offer 5.9 MWs and 4.6 MWs without grading. 
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Grading Parameters TerraTrak 2P  Tracker 2 Tracker 3

Grade Tolerance 20% 15% 10%

Tracking Angle 60 60 60

Jay Project, 7 MW

Cut (cubic yard) 736 13,139 158,956

Fill (cubic yard) 1,809 12,088 46,976

Cut Fill Balanced 1,272.5 12,613.5 102,966

Cut Cost $/yd3 (est) $ 30.00 $ 30.00 $ 30.00

Fill Cost $/yd3 (est) $ 20.00 $ 20.00 $ 20.00

Cut & Fill CAPEX $ 63,625 $ 630,675 $ 5,148,300

Reduction in cut & fill spend - -89.9% -98.8%

Jay Solar Project: Less grading equals maximum savings 
The 7-MW Jay site also presented slope challenges that would have required substantial civil work had the EPC 
selected Tracker 2 or 3 rather than TerraTrak 2P. In this scenario, TerraTrak’s slope adaptability resulted in 90% to 99% 
less grading than the alternatives. On this site, a 15% grade tolerance would require moving 25,227 cubic yards of 
earth; a 10% grade tolerance would have required eight times that amount — 205,932 cubic yards. With TerraTrak 2P, 
the EPC and its contractors only had to move 1,545 cubic yards of soil. 

At an estimated cost of $30 per yard to cut and $20 per yard to fill on this site, TerraTrak delivered huge cost 
savings to the EPC, the developer, and the asset owner: $567,000 less than Tracker 2, or an $0.08/ Wp difference. 
Compared to Tracker 3, TerraTrak’s cost saving is an astounding $5.1 million in avoided grading costs, or a $0.08/
Wp cost difference.
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Investing in your project’s future from the start

To maximize long-term project value, developers, EPCs, and site owners operating on narrow margins, must minimize construction 
costs, and boost energy production. When facing tough terrain, merging upstream development software with highly adjustable 
racking systems will maximize the full potential of solar projects. 

Forward-thinking developers understand that investing slightly more in material upfront will reap substantial long-term 
advantages. Combining Terrasmart’s SIFT software with TerraTrak 2P reduces cut-and-fill costs, streamlines installation,  
increases energy production, and augments margins. 

To reach our team and learn more, click here.

Our clients understand that they might have slightly higher up-front material costs with TerraTrak,  
but when they take into account grading and installation, they can save a lot of money in the long run 
with our full package. With hilly sites, those grading costs can get really expensive, especially as the 
sites get larger, resulting in potentially millions of dollars in expense.”

— Andrea Oliver, Terrasmart Senior Product Marketing Manager

“
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